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CHAIR JOHNSON: The Parks and Economic Development Committee meeting of July 20, 2006 will come to
order, We have in attendance today, Vice-Chair of the Committee, Charmaine Tavares, Member Mateo,
Member Anderson, and Member Carroll. From the Administration, representing Parks, we have
Ms, Marian Feenstra; Corporation Counsel representative is Mr. J,D, Kim; Ms, Pauline Martins and
Ms, Shelly Espeleta are the Council Services Staff. In the audience, we have Ms, Mary Kielty and also
Pat Rocco; and while they won't be testifying, they are providing support staff assistance, Members, we
have on our agenda this afternoon, only three items. We have PED-35, which is regarding Safety and
Noise at Kalama Park. The second item is regarding PED-33, which is Amending Chapter 12.40 of the
Maui County Code, Relating to Names of Public Facilities Designated; and PED-30, which is the
County of Maui 2006 Report on Agriculture. At this point, Members, we have one individual ...
actually, two individuals, who have signed up to testify; and so if there are no objections, we would now
open it up for public testimony. The first individual, who is signed up to testify, is Mr. Lance Collins.
So Mr. Collins, if you would come forward; and he'll be followed by Mr. Reginald Reed .

. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY . ..

MR. COLLINS: Good afternoon, Chair Johnson and Members of the Parks and Economic Development
Committee. My name is Lance Collins. I'm a resident of Kahului and an attorney in private practice
here in Wailuku. I come here today to speak in support of Item PED-33. I do have a couple of
qualifications to that support, so I'll dive right into it. I believe it's very important that the names of our
parks include specific geographic references. I believe that the bill as it's proposed should be modified
to incorporate traditional land management arrangements, specifically, the ahupua' a system of land
management and the place names associated with this system. The ahupua'a system of land
management does not and has not implied that ahupua' a were independent and totally self-sufficient at
any time. However, they do represent a way of managing the land, dividing it, and naming it, that
represents interdependence and successful island-wide resource management. Apart from its historical
significance, recognizing and promoting the ahupua'a system of land naming and management will also
help Maui citizens to appreciate the concepts behind its creation. Many ahupua' a contain unique
ecological and geological features. This includes the connection of the Kula Uplands with the coastal
South Maui communities. The disappearance of streams, native forests, and wetlands, together with the
disuse of public roads connecting Upcountry to South Maui create a disconnect that renaming and
making specific geographic references to can begin the process to cure. While including the names of
ahupua' a and traditional place names and County park names alone will not create this. This can be the
first in a series of efforts across the counties in various departments that can be used to begin to
reincorporate the concept of the ahupua'a system of land designation and management. Just for your
information, the concept of the ahupua'a and its system have changed over the years. Of course, there's
the pre-Captain Cook traditional name places and arrangements. The mahele did not interfere with that
in 1848, but the Civil Code of 1859 did reduce the twelve mokus of Maui to four and added Kahoolawe
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to Lahaina. Session Laws of 1909 rearranged the district and area boundaries across Maui and this
included what we now know as the Makawao District, which didn't exist prior to 1909; and of course,
incorporated Lanai into Lahaina. And the last change in the ahupua' a system was in 1932, when the
Makawao District was expanded to include portions of the former Kula District and Honoaula District,
which is in South Maui. So I would encourage you to modifY the ordinance to include the designations
of the various ahupua' a and the moku if you feel so inclined. I believe that with this in addition to
incorporating it into our general planning process, our planning process will help to reintegrate and
defragmentise the island as a whole. Thank you very much.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Collins. Are there any questions of the testifier? Seeing none.
My question to you, Lance, would be ... uh ... I understand what you're basically saying--that in
addition to actually stating the physical location, that you would suggest incorporating the old traditional
portions of land that are on many of our maps. Is that correct?
MR. COLLINS: Yeah, and the tax map key system as well.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah. And I think that what I--you know, when we get to the discussion on this
item--what I may wish to do, or what the Committee may wish to do is to, at some point, include that;
but I think this is a first effort and I would also like feedback, I think, from the Commission on Naming
Streets, and Public Facilities.
MR. COLLINS: Yeah. I can provide copies. I'll have to go back but I ... there's because the tier of the
Territory of Hawaii, I'm thinking of back, that was written in the thirties; and that provides sort of a
historical overview of how the naming ofthe County has changed over the last 300 years. I can look for
it. I don't know where it is, but I can look for it and provide copies for the Committee.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much, Lance.
MR. COLLINS: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: The next testifier is Mr. Reginald Reed, and he will be followed by Mr. Scott Zucco.
MR. REED: Good afternoon, everyone (Chairman and Council members) especially Ms. Anderson, who was
kind enough to take up this issue.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And Mr. Reed, just for purposes of recording, could you please state your name for the
record?
MR. REED: Yes, my name is Reggie Reed.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you.
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MR. REED: Okay. First of all, just to let you know a little bit about myself and ... and, you know, where I'm
coming from on this issue. I've been a resident of the state of Hawaii for 20 years. I've worked for the
Federal government for 26 years. I've lived in the building in question for 15 years. So in talking to
some of the people that control this, it seems like to me that they ... maybe they thought I just stumbled
off the Pride of Aloha or ... uh ... that they could just disregard who I was and what I'm about; but
they were sadly mistaken. You know, so you don't misunderstand my intentions, I like sports. I like
volleyball. I played on the United States Army European basketball team. I traveled all over Europe
playing basketball. I played Little League baseball. I played volleyball. I like sports. The problem
with the volleyball courts at Kalama Park is twofold. As far as the safety is concerned, the volleyball
courts are situated approximately three to four feet from the sidewalk and approximately six to seven
feet from the street. The only thing separating the volleyball courts and the volleyball from pedestrians
is a thin mesh net, which is intended to keep the ball from going into the street. As we all know,
volleyball is a sport, where the ball is not hit horizontal. The volleyball is intended to hit up in the air.
Many times the ball goes in the air over the net ... uh ... a once-in-a-million thing. I saw the volleyball
go over the net, bounce on the street, and bounce into a baby carriage. It probably would never ever
happen again; but you know, talking about safety, you know, my concern is for the safety of others. The
noise issue is on me beeause I'm concerned with that because that's my home. But every time I hear
tires screech, I'm thinking that some poor kid got hit; and I can tell you right now that as far as
somebody getting hit and the County dodging a lawsuit bullet, you've been very, very fortunate. I've
seen that ball go into the street, a little kid dash in the street, as kids many times do. They don't think.
He dashed in ...
MS. ESPELETA: Three minutes.
MR. REED: Excuse me?
MS. ESPELETA: Three minutes.
MR. REED: Oh! He dashed into the street to get the ball. He had to leap up in the air to keep from getting hit
and landed on top of the hood. Another occasion, the ball was coming into the street, a truer slammed
on brakes to keep from hitting the ball and he came within a foot of being rear-ended. In conclusion
(and this is my issue) is the noise. The law is on the County side because the parks can stay open till
ten. You can have the volleyball lighted until ten, but it's disturbing me between seven and ten. And if
you folks can live with the safety issue, so can I; but I will be the first person to join a plaintiff in a
lawsuit against you because I think you folks are smarter than putting a volleyball court where that one
is. You can satisfy me by taking the light out. I have letters from 20 families who would like-MS. ESPELETA: Four minutes.
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MR. REED: --peace at night. Okay. Twenty families, all we ask is for some peace at night and not yelling and
screaming from volleyball noise. If you tell me that volleyball between seven and ten is more important
than people that spent between 4-500,000 on a condo, then something is wrong here. Take the light out
and I'm happy. If you want to get a lawsuit from the safety, have at it; but that light needs to corne out.
No ... nothing justifies a nighttime volleyball league before the peace and quiet of our residents.
Mahalo.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Mr. Reed, wait a second, to see ifthere's any questions from Council members.
MR. REED: Okay; have at it.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Council members? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for corning, Mr. Reed. I understand you
... urn ... you work for the VA and you had veterans returning from Iraq.
MR. REED: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: And so you had to make arrangements to corne in today.
MR. REED: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I appreciate you doing that. You said you had 20 letters.
MR. REED: Yes ma'am. And you know, these letters weren't solicited. I didn't knock on doors. These are
people that are just sick and tired of ... uh ... most of 'ern can't do anything about it. Some old ladies,
I mean, they say "hey, we just; we've been calling and they told us the law is on their side and we can't
do anything about it". But Ijust want to say this one thing. The law is on the County's side. I give you
that. You can put a carnival over there till 10 o'clock if you want to; but the bottom line is just because
there's a law, doesn't make it right. It used to be a law you could buy and sell black people. It used to
be a law women couldn't vote. So don't corne with that law stuff. If it's wrong, it's wrong. And
whoever put it there is too proud to say they made a mistake and 1'd have more respect for' ern if they
said that and turned the light out or moved it than to just leave it there.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Reed, the letters that you spoke about, they're from people who live
in the same condominium across from this volleyball court?
MR. REED: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: And where are they? You just submitted 'ern today?
MR. REED: She has 'ern. (NOTE: Ms. Martins held them up to indicate that the Parks and Economic
Development Committee is in receipt of the letters.)
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, good. And ... urn ... could you tell us when this volleyball court,
I guess, it's a sand court. When was that recently erected there?
MR. REED: Well I understand, from the Parks Department, it was there once before. My wife and I--because
of my job, I was transferred to Honolulu for eight years. When I bought my condo, it wasn't there. I
would be a fool to be here arguing about something that was there when I bought my condo and here I
am complaining about it. It wasn't there when I bought my condo.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: I understand.
MR. REED: I moved to Honolulu and came back, it wasn't there. So somebody decided, according to the
Parks Department, we're gonna put it back where it used to be and so they did.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And when was it, just recently?
MR. REED: It's been a year and a half, I've been listening ... I've been dealing with this here.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay.
MR. REED: And the County Administration's been very arrogant just because it's a law and because they have
the right to do it. No concern for us.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: When you say "law", what law are you referring to?
MR. REED: The law is that because it's in a commercial area ... uh ... because our building has businesses on
the first and second floor and ... uh ... so it's zoned commercial. Also the parks can remain open till
10 o'clock at night. So granted, the law and the zoning laws are in their favor; but like I said, doesn't
make it right.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, excuse me. They're saying that because your property where your
condo is is zoned commercial, that you don't have any residential rights?
MR. REED: Well, they're just telling me that parks are for volleyball. Parks are for sports. Recreation is in a
park, and because you happen to live across the street from it. A lot of guys told me "well you shouldn't
have moved there". Well, they don't know my situation. I mean I didn't just come there. (NOTE: His
cell phone rang.) Oh, I'm sorry. I'm very sorry. My apologies. (NOTE: He turned his cell phone off)
There's a volleyball court at Kamaole I, but there's no light up there. Do you know why? Across the
street from that is a private beach club. Okay. Those people aren't gonna put up with it; but us poor
folks at the Island Surf, because we have visitors that come and go, they figure "okay, well these guys,
they're not really kamaaina". I mean they got people to come and leave; so okay, "we'll put the light up
there". And I was told by the Parks Department, they wanted to put it up there to kinda detract from the
drug activity. Well come on, I mean drug addicts play volleyball.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Reed.
MR. REED: Give me a break!
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Reed. When we spoke about this, you told me that you and your wife
have to keep your--(NOTE: She cleared her throat.) excuse me--your sliding door closed at night in
order to hear your television because of the noise from the volleyball court. Is that your main concern,
about the noise? It's the evening noise from it.
MR. REED: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Not during the day.
MR. REED: Exactly. Michelle, if they took the light out, I'm all done. Because if you guys want to live with
the safety issue--and trust me, somebody will be hurt or killed unless they cage that volleyball court--but
if the County wants to live with that, fine. Go for it. Take the light out, and I'm all done.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Do you know how late the commercial properties underneath your ... on
the first and second floor of your condo, how late do they stay open at night? Do you know?
MR. REED: Some of 'em stay late in the evening and as a matter of fact, I see how politics and business people
work. I approached one of 'em to sign our letter. He says "I can't do that". I said "how come?" He
says "well you know, they're within their rights". I mean the bottom line is he's getting business from
'em. That's the bottom line; but he tells me, he can't do it because the County's within their rights and
because of the law. I give you some very vivid examples of laws that can be wrong. The bottom line is
he's for himself and he wants to make money. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But the commercial--I know the area you're talking about. I've visited
several times, in fact, just recently. None of the businesses underneath your condominium are loud and
nOiSy.
MR. REED: No.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: They're all-MR. REED: None of 'em, no.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --retail.
MR. REED: Retail.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
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MR. REED: And there's a surf shop that's loud and noisy, but they're not there at night.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right. Okay. Thank you very much, Mr. Reed.
MR. REED: Can I make one more comment?
CHAIR JOHNSON: No.
MR. REED: Please.
CHAIR JOHNSON: No. No.
MR. REED: Okay.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Not unless-MR. REED: All right.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --you're asked a question.
MR. REED: I'm done.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Reed. Any more questions?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: No.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. I just neglected to tell everyone to tum off your cell phones and your pagers.
So if you could please do that, I would appreciate it. The next testifier, who is signed up, is Mr. Scott
Zucco. He'll be followed by Pandora Boyle, who is the final testifier that signed up to testify. And
please state your name for the record.
MR. ZUCCO: Hi, I'm Scott Zucco. Just to get a little background information on me. I helped erect the
courts, well refurbish them. I run a nonprofit volleyball club. Folks had always come to me asking for
more volleyball courts, so we chose to refurbish the courts over at Kalama; and in doing so, we kinda
took in light of the fact that there aren't ... urn ... there isn't a gymnasium available in Kihei. So a lot
of the volleyball players enjoy coming down after work and being able to play; but as time wore on
during the winter months, it gets very difficult to play, so we decided to put lights up. Originally, the
lights were open--or excuse me--on a timer until 10 o'clock. We had heard of complaints about the
lights being on too late, which is fine. I mean because the lights go off at ten. Sometimes people
meander out, which kind of infringes on the park's right to close at ten. Now, I think they go off a few
minutes after nine. There are times where that time fluctuates based on ... urn . .. I think the
maintenance crew sometimes turns the fuses off and on, which will adjust the timer for a little bit.
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Anytime that goes wrong, I'm always getting calls about fixing it, which you know, I'll go through the
proper channels to do. In any event, it sounds like the two main issues are safety and noise. I don't
want to ... urn ... I'm hoping that it doesn't get to the point where the volleyball courts have to be
ousted, just because it seems like if the issues are safety and noise, let's address those. Let's not yank
'em out. I mean it feels like kind of a situation where, you know, there was a time in the past, where the
coconuts were falling and hitting people. Instead of going out and cutting all the coconuts down, they
actually started cutting 'em down ... or cutting all the coconuts trees down, they actually started
removing the nuts before they got big. So I guess my point is ... let's deal with the issues and work as a
community to solve them, rather than to just say "you know what, they're not safe; take 'em out".
Actually, I have recently got a community grant from the Alan Arakawa Community Kokua Funds to
help purchase the nets, the safety nets that lie in the road and the ... urn ... volleyball courts. I have a
net in my basement. If the ten foot high net is not sufficient, I would be more than happy to raise the
funds necessary to hook those up, get' em higher. I felt that ten feet was plenty high compared to Kam I,
which has I'd say three-foot-high length bushes, where the ball would bounce in the road there too; and
you can also compare that to situations where the golf ... the golf course is. They have those hard metal
balls that ping into the road compared to a squishy volleyball. Yes, in relation, it's not as bad; but I
agree. Safety is an issue. I also run an after-school camp there for the kids. I know when I'm in charge,
the kids never go into the road; but it sounds like there are other kids who do that.
MS. ESPELETA: Three minutes.
MR. ZUCCO: Okay. So if the nets are an issue, let's raise 'em. Okay. Another ten feet should take care of
90 percent of the balls that launch into the road. If noise is an issue, let's at least get a little bit more
information on who's making the noise. In the past, when the volleyball players were at Kam I, we
drove the--how do I politely say it? The unwanted crowds--the ones who ... urn ... you know, kind of
hung out there a lot--we drove them away. They seem to always kinda be resistant towards us. So when
we moved to Kalama to play most of our games, a lot of the actual disturbance and mischief on that side
of the park was being pushed to the other side. A lot of ... and actually, some of the KPAC (Kalama
Park Action Team), some of the patrolmen would come by and say, "you know what; great job; we love
the courts here; you're opening up the park, making it brighter, which deters a lot of mischief'. And it's
my understanding now that there's becoming a real fine line between "is the volleyball crowd making
the noise?" Or "is it the horseshoe pits guys?" Or "is it the folks that come in after?" you know.
MS. ESPELETA: Four minutes.
MR. ZUCCO: A lot of the time, you know, I'm down there quite often. I don't see very much noise from the
volleyball courts but I'm ... uh ... you know, I can't really tell from there. I do hear plenty of noise
from Lulu's, you know, just projecting their ... and so I figure like if the proximity between Lulu's and
the courts is a function, then approximately between Lulu's and the condos would also be, you know,
kind of a deterrent. I guess the bottom line is if noise is an issue, let's address it. I mean I would prefer
if we could keep the lights on because then it allows people who actually work and want to play
volleyball, it allows them a chance to come down after work, get their games in, and have a positive,
healthy kind of activity for them. But the bottom line is, let's work to a solution from the community
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perspective, rather than just say "you know what, gone". I'll do whatever I can as kind of the president
of my volleyball club to help work towards a positive solution to help the folks out because I'm here for
the community. This ... I don't get any money from it. I just want a positive activity for the kids and
for the adults.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Zucco. Questions? Councilmember Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Zucco, you said that you were involved in erecting
these ...
MR. ZUCCO: Courts.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I guess you don't erect a court, you actually-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Construct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --dig it out. ... (chuckled) ...
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Construct.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Construct a court? ... (chuckled) ... It's a sand court and basically all it
is is the grass has been cut out and sand maybe has been added.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. There was sand there-COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Just sand.
MR. ZUCCO: --but we just-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. ZUCCO: --pushed the edges out. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so, did you go to the Parks Department and ask them to reinstitute
this court, specifically?
MR. ZUCCO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And ... urn ... there was no discussion about another location? They just
felt that this was a good place because it had been there once before.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. A lot of times, it's a lot easier to take something and refurbish it.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MR. ZUCCO: You know, it would be real difficult--we wanted, actually, to get some of the space over by their
basketball courts because they were already lit over there; but it turned out that it's a lot easier to rebuild
it and kind of do that as far as, you know ...
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Well sometimes, "easy" isn't the best way to go.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. Oh, "easy" as far as the location is already set.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MR. ZUCCO: We figured they okayed it then, why shouldn't it be now?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MR. ZUCCO: I didn't mean in terms of building or cost.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Yeah. And I didn't either.... (chuckled) . ..
MR. ZUCCO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So how, you have a volleyball club, you said. So ... urn ... and just to
make it perfectly clear for everybody here and there's also a letter in here form Cassie Mallen.
MR. ZUCCO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Is she a member of your club?
MR. ZUCCO: Actually, I don't have members.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But ... urn ... she says it was brought to her attention that a segment of
the community is attempting to close the volleyball courts. You know, it's certainly not my intention to
close a recreational option; but I think that ... urn ... there are other options of where it could be
placed, so it's less intrusive to people who live across the street.
MR. ZUCCO: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So your club, do they play at night? Or are they all kids?
MR. ZUCCO: Actually, I don't have--the only thing I do right now there is ... uh ... in the winter to summer,
I run and after-school club. If the courts ever need lines, nets, or replacements, I always ... my club
always raises the money to support that and outfit it.
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COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: As an after-school club?
MR. ZUCCO: Yes. Yes. It's part of the County Community Class Program.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Oh so you're employed by the County to run this program?
MR. ZUCCO: No. The County Community Class Program is a situation where they allow ... urn ... I guess
people who teach these, you know, the recreational activities. It's ... I don't know what the actual
purpose is, but they help you promote it in their little community class booklet. But yeah, it's just an
after-school program.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: But you said you run a volleyball club?
MR. ZUCCO: Ub-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So the volleyball club, can you tell me about that?
MR. ZUCCO: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I know you, obviously, are using that court.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. Yeah. Oh ... urn ... out of all the courts, we have six courts on Maui. I outfit the lines,
the nets, and whatever the community needs. Sometimes, they need organization, and that can come in
the form of putting tournaments together, teaching classes. I teach four kids. Last year, I also taught an
adult class. And whatever the community needs as far as volleyball, I choose to help them out in my
free time because I think volleyball is a real positive sport and I'll do what I can to promote it.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And then you said you got money from the Mayor's Kokua Fund-MR. ZUCCO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --to purchase nets?
MR. ZUCCO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Why didn't the Parks Department purchase the nets?
MR. ZUCCO: I don't know. In the past, what I've done was outfit the courts, and I've taken the responsibility
on myself as kind of the president of the, you know, it's a community benefit. It's a 401(c)(4). I've
taken it upon myself to go out and raise things and get things done. One of the avenues was applying for
a grant that was ... uh ... that fit kind of the guidelines that was, you know, that was needed. So I have
actually bought another net (another ten foot high net). Unfortunately, it's in my basement right now;
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but you know, at the drop of the hat, I can arrange the proper help, which is kind of what also my club
does is kind of arrange all the folks to get together, come down and help erect the nets. So ... urn ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So you mentioned earlier about a space by the basketball courts, where
there's already lights.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: There's plenty of room there and it's all commercial across the street.
There's no residential across the street. Would you have any objection to having the court moved over
there? Plus there's more parking.
MR. ZUCCO: As long as there's enough room for two courts.
. . . (chuckled) ...

I mean ... or maybe even more .

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Two courts? You only have one right now.
MR. ZUCCO: Two.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: There's two?
MR. ZUCCO: There's two.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Right by, right next to each other?
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. One there, one there, if the road is coming this way.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It looks like one to me, when I drive by.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. . .. (chuckled) . .. No, there's two. You may be thinking of Kam 1. There's only one
over there.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: No, I'm thinking of that.
MR. ZUCCO: Okay. Okay. Yeah, there's two courts there.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But they're right next to each other, so ...
MR. ZUCCO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Yeah.
MR. ZUCCO: It's the same location area.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right. That's why it looks like ...
MR. ZUCCO: Same sandpit; put it that way.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MR. ZUCCO: Yeah. Yeah, the ... I mean shucks. A volleyball court is a volleyball court to me, you know,
and if the kids can get out and play ... and adults too, I'm okay with it. And in that case, you know,
maybe the lights could even stay on till ten like the basketball courts. . .. (end of tape, start 1B @
2:06 p.rn.). .. That's another positive solution. It would just require a lot more, you know, construction,
which is fine. I mean I'll do what [ can to help organize the crew to help out with that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you very much for coming, Mr. Zucco.
MR. ZUCCO: No problem.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Zucco. And we don't entertain any questions from the
audience. Just for your information, this is a committee meeting, and there's no interchange between
members of the audience and testifiers.
MR. ZUCCO: That's it?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you very much. Our last testifier is Ms. Pandora Boyle. If
there is anyone else in the audience, who wishes to testify, please sign up. You'll have three minutes to
testify with one minute to conclude. Ms. Boyle?
MS. BOYLE: Hi, I'm Pandora Boyle. I'm a resident of Kibei. And can I read the letter that
all? Or should I tum my letter in and just speak?

r typed

for you

CHAIR JOHNSON: You can tum your letter in for our information-MS. BOYLE: Okay.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --but if you, if it's under three minutes or it's under four minutes, you certainly may read it
into the record.
MS. BOYLE: Okay. I'll read my letter. As a parent of a 9-year-old and an ll-year-old, who enjoy playing
volleyball at Kalama Park in Kihei, I was very surprised to hear that the volleyball nets may come down
located at Kalama Park because of some residents, who live at Island Surf, who have voiced their
dismay with the nets. I was surprised for several reasons.
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First, as a resident of Kihei, our family was thrilled when we saw the nets go up at Kalama Park. It gave
us something to do as a family in Kihei. Our family goes there on a regular basis to hang out and play
volleyball. We were even more ecstatic when Aloha Volleyball began giving lessons there. My
daughter, who began taking those lessons, is devastated to hear that she may not get to play volleyball at
Kalama Park. She looked forward to going to practice every Monday and Wednesday. If the nets are
removed, she will no longer be able to play volleyball. I realize I can go to Kahului or Upcountry to
give her her lessons; however, our time schedules do not allow us to drive the time when Kihei is five
minutes away from our house. Seeing how we live in Kihei, I feel we should not have to go to another
community when it is possible to have volleyball in our own community. It upsets me to see that my
daughter has finally excelled in something worthwhile and it may now be taken away from her.
It just does not make sense to me as to why those nets need to come down. When we moved here two

years ago, I remember how hard the citizens of Kihei were trying--and still are--to make Kihei a
community where people were proud to live and want to go. One of their main projects involved the
restoration at Kalama Park and making it a place where families felt safe to go again. They spent a lot
of time and effort cleaning up Kalama Park to make that happen. Adding those nets, I feel, had a
positive impact on making Kalama Park just that--a fun and safe place to hang out with family and
friends. If they take those nets down, they are taking a step in the wrong direction.
I am sure I'm not the only parent or person who feels those volleyball nets are a good addition to
Kalama Park. Volleyball is a part of the Maui lifestyle and should not be taken away because of a few
disgruntled residents. I enjoy seeing how thrilled my daughter is when it's time for practice, while she is
playing, and when she comes home and cannot stop talking or practicing volleyball. I enjoy going to the
park and playing volleyball with our family and friends. I enjoy driving by and seeing all the people
playing volleyball. There should be a way that a compromise could be made so that everyone can
continue enjoying the fun the nets bring to Kihei. If safety is an issue, put up more safety nets. If the
lights are a problem, dim the lights or turn the lights off earlier.
Or now that I'm finding out about the noise, maybe turn the lights off a little bit earlier; but at least give
the people, who do work, time in the evening to play because I for one as an adult go up there with a
bunch of friends after work to unwind and it's a great thing. Yes, I know there is a net at Kalama Park I;
but the way it's situated and again--not to be rude--there was a lot of people there that I don't feel
comfortable around with my children. At first, Kalama Park, when we first moved here, was that way.
They've done so much and with those volleyball nets--I know I've only been here for two years, but I
feel those volleyball nets have made a difference and made it a safer place for our kids to hang out with
family and friends.
We need to continue working together as a community to keep bringing positive assets to Kihei. Please
do not take a step in the wrong direction. Leave the nets up!
And then my daughter, who's eleven, she also wrote a letter, which I'll go and just put in there. But just
keep in mind, I ... listening now and understanding that you may not take them down permanently; but
before you make your choice, please realize that there are people in our Kihei community that enjoy that
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and need places to be able to go instead of coming always to Kahului or Upcountry. Yes, they may not
be located in the perfect spot but that's where the County had built' em in the first place. The safety nets
could be built higher and would help but I mean Kalama Park is perfect. It's got the playgrounds for the
little kids.
MS. ESPELETA: Three minutes.
MS. BOYLE: It's got the barbecue pits. It's got everything that's needed and those residents who live across
the street have dealt with that noise before they moved there because Kihei, South Kihei Road itself, is a
deterrent with noise and the traffic; and Lulus and Life's a Beach are all right nearby. So they can't say
that the volleyball nets are the only noise in that area. We've got to work together to come up with a
compromise so that the residents are happy and volleyball can continue being at Kalama Park.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Ms. Boyle. Questions? Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Thank you for coming, Ms. Boyle. Who told you that the courts might be
closed?
MS. BOYLE: Not that the courts will be closed, that the nets may come down because of a disgruntled
resident. I heard it from several people this last few days. Someone at the Parks and Rec Department
informed me. I heard it from Scotty Zucco and I heard it from another person, who plays down there on
a regular basis. That's why I'm here today. I'm supposed to be at work right now but I took time off to
come.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Yeah. That's a shame that that has been said because I don't think that
there's any intention, at least not on my part, to close down the volleyball court without giving you,
basically moving the court, giving you another option.
MS. BOYLE: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So I'm sorry that you had to take off work but ... urn ...
MS. BOYLE: But ... and I just hope it shows that, you know, that that is an important thing when volleyball

COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Oh, yes. Well we realize it's important.
MS. BOYLE: Like I said, I'm sure a lot of us community citizens will be glad to help relocate it if we have to;
but we're just ... our concern is to please keep 'em here.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And would you be satisfied if it was moved to the other side of the
baseball or basketball courts?
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MS. BOYLE: Yeah, because I mean you got ...
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Because there's plenty of room there.
MS. BOYLE: You have the basketbalL You have the tennis. You have the softball, and that would be just as
good. It would be in that central area.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right. Thank you very much.
MS. BOYLE: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Ms. Boyle. The next person, who's signed up to testify, is Tina
Naone; and she is to be followed by Jon Guerin.
MS. NAONE: Hi, my name is Tina Naone. I'm just here to support the volleyball courts, and I did write up a
letter and I did submit it for you, just showing that I'm in support of it for my daughter.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Thank you for coming, Ms. Naone. Jon Guerin, and he will be
followed by Mr. William Harmon.
MR. GUERIN: Hi, my name is Jon Guerin. I'm a private citizen and I utilize the volleyball courts at nighttime.
I would really like to see the County make available beach volleyball courts for play at nighttime, which
requires lights. I would really like to see the County step up and take charge to actually maintain the
courts because throughout the island, the courts are not maintained well at all; and a lot of times, Scotty
or other private citizens have to do what is necessary to maintain the courts. I would really like to see
the County do what is necessary to maintain the courts and have nighttime beach volleyball available,
whether they have to move the courts or whatever is fine with me. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Guerin. Any questions of the testifier? Ms. Anderson. Mr. Guerin?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Mr. Guerin. It's my understanding that the court in question--that we're
talking about today--was closed some years ago hecause of ... I guess it hadn't been maintained
properly. So can you tell me when you say "the courts are not maintained", could you he specific about
how they're not maintained?
MR. GUERIN: Sure. The sand is not maintained properly. Sand will get blown out and so you're playing like
in the dirt or on the dirt and then the nets are ... get tom up, and people hang on the nets and, you know,
other kids hang on the nets and they get tom up and they need to be replaced periodically. So ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And that's basically it--the sand isn't just replenished? It gets blown out
and then ...
MR. GUERIN: Right, because it's not, you know, a beach right there. Like you said, it's in the grass area--
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Right.
MR. GUERIN: --and so sand will get blown out and then the levels will get pretty low, where you're playing
on the dirt and people, you know, they stub their toes and all that kind of thing but ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so then ... urn ... are you part of a group that then replenishes the
sand? Or do you call the Parks Department? Do they come and do it? Or ...
MR. GUERIN: I'm not part of any group. I'm just a private citizen.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Yeah. Okay. Thank you for coming.
MR. GUERIN: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Guerin. Mr. William Harmon, followed by Katie--and I apologize if I
mispronounce--Dhaseleer.
MR. HARMON: Good afternoon, my name is William Harmon. My kids attended Scotty's after-school
program and I think that ... uh ... you've got a real gem in Scott here. He's willing to take a lot of
personal responsibility, where the County doesn't seem to be able to. They either, probably doesn't
have the funds or the inclination to pick the ball and run with it. So having Scott around has been a real
positive asset. On the other hand, I would love to see the courts get relocated. I have to agree with
Mr. Reed that it's not the world's best place to have volleyball courts. If they could be relocated back
by the basketball and back where all the activity is, where the lights are already established, I think that
would be a good idea.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Great.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Are there any questions of the testifier? Thank you very much. Katie
Dhaseleer, and she'll be followed by Mr. Jeffrey Smith.
MS. DHASELEAR: Hello, my name is Katie Dhaseleer. I help coach the after-school program with Scotty. I
also use the courts at night often, two nights a week if not more. It's a great thing. I get off work
around 6 o'clock. Especially like he was saying, in the winter, I don't want to go to a happy hour at a
bar. I'd rather go play volleyball. It's fun. It's community. It's ... if they're relocated, fine with me.
It would be nice to get some help. I also gave three pictures. Two of 'em are of the after-school
program and one of 'em is of a tournament that was ran there. It's great also to have courts for a
tournament and not have to go to Kanaha for it, or wherever, you know. To have more than one court
that's lit so if we're running late on the tournament, we can still finish it. So Ijust want to see a solution
and not have them. Lights are important. ... (chuckled) ...
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Ms. Dhaseleer. Are there any questions? Seeing none. Thank you
very much. Mr. Jeffrey Smith? He will be followed by our final testifier, Edit Aquarian.
MR. SMITH: Hi, my name is Jeffrey Smith. I'm a 16-year resident of Kihei. I've been playing volleyball for
the last ten years and I think it's just a great thing to have the courts there; and I just wanted to back
Scotty up. Also, just to address the noise issue, I live up behind the 76 Station, which is kind of behind
that condo, and I can hear Kihei Road but I carmot hear the volleyball courts. So I don't know where the
noise issue really comes in, whether it's people that are playing volleyball, or the cars, or just people that
are in the park in general use. Relocation to me would be good. Ifwe could get better courts, I'm all for
it. I just wanted to come out and show support.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Smith. Any questions? Seeing none. Thank you very much.
And our last testifier is Edit Aquarian.
MS. AQUARIAN: My name is Edit Aquarian. I'm standing here to testify in three different shoes. One, as a
mother of three children, who's playing volleyball; one, as a teacher, who organized the children's group
to play between age five and thirteen; and the third one is a person who likes to play after work. I had a
luxury to talk to all the schools in Kihei and bring the flyers in to offer a brand new activity for young
children. Every school was oveljoyed with the program that we are doing and we were so successful
within our summer camp. From next January, we heard that they have plarmed to continue to teach
young children for beach volleyball. As a mother of children, it's a wonderful family activity. My
three-year-old stays there for hours and watches everybody who plays in the tournaments. My concern
is if the court will be moved, is definitely the children's safety, and I'm talking about which kind of an
edge we're getting it on young children as well as the light. So the timing would be really available for
people who's working and willing to do some after work creative time with the whole family together. I
really would like to see the County helping us if we need to move the court because there was lots of
personal energy put into and ... uh ... besides Scotty, who's keeping this on his shoulder, there are lots
of families put energy and time into it.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Ms. Aquarian. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none.
Thank you very much. Oh! Ms. Anderson, you have a question?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you for being here. You helped organize the children's group?
MS. AQUARIAN: Yes, I did.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That's wonderful. So if there were more than two courts, do you think
that there would be enough demand to have say three or four courts rather than just two?
MS. AQUARIAN: In the future, definitely would be. Like the ... I started it for my own children--growing up
from the Montessori school that I am a teacher--and it turned to be, we brought it out to the community.
We didn't wait on our location at ... uh ... at our school location. Thank God because that allowed the
Kihei School and all the public schools to get involved, and Lokelani School came in. Just hearing by
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the younger brothers and sisters playing, tbey came; and we have now two different age groups with
four coaches working. You know, we have two or three newspaper articles on the community
welcoming this activity. We definitely will continue it even if this course is not gonna be as is but it
would be silly because this is serving Kihei. That's why I put so much effort into bringing it here
because it was happening over in Kahului aud Upcountry. Coach driving down every single time from
Upcountry, where he resides; so it's a blessing for Kihei, definitely.
COUNCILMEMBERANDERSON: Ijust ...
MS. AQUARIAN: I think we could use more courts--ifthere is a possibility--because I'm hoping the children,
who's playing with us, waut to continue and the parents want to continue. So it will be a growing sport
here in Kihei, definitely.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So did somebody tell you that these courts were gonna be closed?
MS. AQUARIAN: I heard that there is a possibility. I didn't get enough information. It was just the last ...
two days ago, I heard about this whole issue; so I don't have proper information on it.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank you very much for coming.
MS. AQUARIAN: You're welcome .
... END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...

CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Is there auyone else in the audience who wishes to testify on this
item or any other item? Seeing none. Members, at this point, if there are no objections, public
testimony will be closed.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Members.

PED-35

SAFETY AND NOISE AT KALAMA PARK (CC. NO. 06-177)

CHAIR JOHNSON: Members, the first item on our agenda is PED-35, which is the item which we've received
substantial testimony on, Safety aud Noise at Kalama Park. Because this did come from Member
Anderson, I will give her an opportunity first ... uh ... if she wishes to offer anything additional to
what has already been said. Ms. Anderson?
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well I'll just say a few things, and I hope the Members have all had a
chance to read Mr. Reed's letter. I brought this forward because I think that we need to be sensitive to
people who should be able to expect to have peaceful enjoyment of their home and their ... as the
Members saw this ... urn ... photograph, you can see the condominium right across the street from the
volleyball court. It is noisy at night ... and myself, and also my assistant, has seen volleyballs go into
the street. I have concerns about the safety regarding that because the traffic on South Kihei Road, more
often than not, is bumper to bumper; and if someone has to slam on their brakes to avoid a ball or is
startled by a ball hitting their car, it could result in an accident. I think that we've got plenty of space at
the park to move the nets in a more ... or the court into a more appropriate area and I feel sorry for the
people that--there's a lot of older people that live in these condominiums. I feel sorry for them because
they don't have quiet enjoyment in the evening when they want to have their windows open and enjoy
the night, the night breeze. I just think that we need to be a little more sensitive in what we do in our
surroundings and there's more than enough room to move those courts somewhere else in the park, and
so that's why I brought this forward. I do think it's a safety issue; but I also think it's ... urn ... an
issue of disrespect to the people who live across the street. There's no reason why we can't move these
to a more appropriate area. You know, when you're playing a game, you're not conscious of the
screaming and yelling and the rooting and the cheering that goes on, so you may not be conscious of
how much noise you're making; but if you're at horne and trying to relax after a hard day's work, it
could really disrupt your evenings. So I'm hoping that maybe the Parks Department has a solution for
this. I would hate to see us close the park down. The evening is really the best time to be there playing
because it's cool. So I'm hoping maybe that the solution will be to move it.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Member Anderson. Member Carroll?
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I agree that we need to do something about the situation.
It's obvious it's ... uh ... it's a little bit too close to the road. I am much more concerned about safety
than the noise to tell you the truth. I mean I am sensitive to people being ... uh ... disturbed by noise.
That can be some of the worse thing in the world but I think safety needs to be the first concern, and the
noise second. I would like to propose perhaps deferring this item until this Committee, if the Chair
would agree and the Committee Members, to have a sight inspection over there. I don't feel really
comfortable saying move it to someplace else when r don't really have a handle on if that is far enough
away; if there are other safety issues in moving it over there. Either that, or if they don't want a site
inspection, if it could be deferred and, you know, I'd ... take a ride down there all the time and I,
myself, would like at least to be able to look at the area; so I could make a more informed decision. It's
just not possible on this Council floor, looking at the small pictures we have and with the testimony we
had, to really say "well yeah, let's move it by those courts; it'll be all right". r don't feel comfortable
with that at all. It might take away the problem from there and make a problem someplace else. So I
would hope that the Chair would consider deferring this item and arranging a site inspection at the
earliest opportunity. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. And I would like, first of all, to have Parks respond to the
comments made by both the testifiers and the Members. Marian, would you be able--at this time--to
address the issue?
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MS. FEENSTRA: Yes. Thank you, Chair, and Aloha to the Council members and the audience. As you know,
I'm temporarily assigned into the position, so I wasn't around when the decisions were made.
However, when you look at the nature of Kihei and the parks there, Kalama Park--the entire park that
has active recreation activities going on--is prone to balls going in the road. The soccer field is right
along the road. The basketball courts aren't as close as these volleyball courts. The baseball field, so it
... uh ... the safety issue is an issue throughout that entire facility. Back in the day, I guess, planning
wasn't done quite as well as far as having setback. I just visited the site of the courts today. There are
two courts and I do believe that this Committee needs to do a sight inspection ... because it's not as
close to the road as, you know, it's not six feet. It's further than that. I think we've got ... it's 22 feet
from the road. The netting that's up (the safety netting) does provide some assurance of the balls not
going through, you know. More permanent fencing would probably be a much better alternative but that
again then you're looking at having, you know, it's a pristine area. Having fencing up there, is
something that I'm sure that the neighborhood wouldn't appreciate.
As far as moving it to where the more active activities are in Kalama Park, I've been to that park many,
many times, and I'm trying to figure out, where we really could put two or three volleyball courts there
without interfering with an already overcrowded multipurpose park. You've got soccer, basketball,
tennis, three softball, and a little league field in a very small area. It's overcrowded. So I think it's not
as easy a solution as we would like, you know. Of course, I would like to move it away from the street.
I'd like to move all those parks away from the street, but it's the only property that we have; and the
Kihei community doesn't have a lot of open space for Parks, so the solution is gonna take some time. I
think ... I would hate to say ')ust move it here and create' --as Bob Carroll said--'additional problems"
because you're gonna have ... it's just gonna be so congested. I don't know how many times you've
driven past that area in the evening, but there are so many activities going on at one time. A site visit
would be good. You know, I'm sure that the volleyball courts, I think they'd like side by side because it
is, you know, it gives you that atmosphere of competition. I don't think there's an easy answer here but I
think, as a group, we can probably come up with a good one; but a site inspection is definitely the way
to go.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes. Member Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman, thank you very much. Thank you very much for the information. I
really don't mind a site visit but I'd like to go on a site visit after some kind of an understanding is
already made in the discussions with the Parks Department and both groups, you know, those pro and
those, you know, the whole ... who have problems with the court being where it is. I think that's the
only way we're gonna remedy it, yeah, by being able to have you take the lead and try to address both
noise and lighting issues. You know, because for me, Kalama Park is doing exactly what it's designed to
do ... right now. That's the park and that's where everybody goes for activities. Unfortunately, with the
explosion of more people coming in, more condominiums going out, we're just living the reality right
now that it's becoming a problem; but in terms of Kalama Park, that's what it was designed to do. So I
think, at this particular point in time, Chairman, I think I would prefer just having the Department deal
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with both groups and sit down and talk about potential of relocation, and just try to come up with some
kind of remedies to provide some kind of a relief and an opportunity and a level of understanding that
there is a potential for relocation (wherever that might be within that district) so they don't have to travel
outside. And then by all means, 1'd be very interested in going on the site visit to see exactly where
these new potential courts could be in the area. So thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And I really appreciate that because that was basically my thought, that because Parks
Planning (Mr. Matsui) plus budgetary concerns, you don't want to have the community once again have
to look at expending money and also ... uh ... Marian, the portability of the lights ... uh ... because I
know that sometimes what ends up happening is, the lighting, once it's up, it's very difficult ... and it's
expensive to place it there in the first place because I know what the cost of the lights was in Lahaina.
So if we could have just some kind of idea also of the costs involved in doing this and the difficulties in
accomplishing this because even if we were to have some compromise or interim transition plan, we do
have some other areas, which ... uh ... we're looking at park expansion plus the gymnasium locations,
you know, other amenities being added. I think that those are all things we have to take into
consideration but if you could ... uh ... and 1'd be more than willing to work with you, as Chair, to try
to come to some kind of ... uh ... even if it's a stopgap solution to address some of the concerns and
then look at the actual site. I have no problem doing a site inspection and there is one other item that we
have on our agenda, which Mr. Bertram, I believe, has also requested that we do a site inspection in
Kihei. So that's something; but ... uh ... at this point, Members, I have no problem deferring this
issue. As your Chair, I will be very happy to work with Ms. Feenstra and the community on both sides
of the issue to try and come to some kind of resolution, and have something that can come back to you
for consideration. Is there any further ... ?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Chairman?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Just as a follow-up. The soccer fields, the little league fields, and all of the
other ... urn ... venues that occur there, who maintains the property?
MS. FEENSTRA: Well each ... urn ... each organization does assist the Parks Department. You know, there's
volunteers with every organization in conjunction with parks maintenance.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. So the ... uh ... the beach volleyball courts then, the County does not
provide the maintenance.
MS. FEENSTRA: The County provides the maintenance at the restroom that's there and for, you know, all the
lawn mowing and the general maintenance; and I believe the organization takes care of the court itself
and the nets, replacing netting.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Okay. Then Chainnan, perhaps in their ... uh ... ability to sit down and
discuss the item, perhaps part of it, part of the discussion should also include the maintenance (the
ongoing maintenance of the courts as well) so there is a clear understanding of the line of responsibility.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Chainnan.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And also through our Adopt-A-Park program, I know that we also have that and some of
the community ... (end a/tape, start 2A @ 2:37 p.rn.). .. groups have actually undertaken that type of
program so that it does help the County; but I agree that all the costs should not be borne by them. So
without objection, Members ... uh ... Member Anderson?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Ms. Feenstra, thank you for being here. Mr. Reed has indicated in his
letter that in complaining to the Parks Department, they agreed to shut the lights off at nine rather than
ten. So is that currently what's happening now? The lights are off at nine?
MS. FEENSTRA: Yes, they are. They're on a timer and ... urn ... I did converse with the District Supervisor
in that area and since they shut the lights off at nine, I guess there have been a lot fewer complaints. The
nice thing about having the lights on is it does light up that end of the park, and it has decreased
vandalism at that end of the park. The restrooms have not been vandalized nearly as often as they were
previously. So lights aren't necessarily a bad thing, you know. In our parks, the lights actually help us
as far as the maintenance goes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I think the point of turning the lights off is to tum off the noise. When the
lights go off, they stop playing; and so people can go to bed. So that's the point about the lights. The
lights at the other end of the park, they're on till ten?
MS. FEENSTRA: The lights down at the other end of the park are on till ten?
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. And then ... urn ... I read something disturbing in the paper
today. I don't know how factual it is. It was a letter to the editor regarding beach parks in South Maui
being closed at 7 p.m. Are you aware of that?
MS. FEENSTRA: I am not aware of the beach parks closing at seven. I am pretty sure that you have access to
the beach parks after 7 o'clock. There may be a parking lot at Kam III that closes early. Let me just--is
that parking lot at Kam III close at seven, Mary? (NOTE: She s asking Ms. Kielty, who s in the gallery.)
Okay. Poolenalena closes at seven. Otherwise, the beach parks are open till after seven.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Why is Poolenalena closed at seven?
MS. FEENSTRA: I would have to get back to you on that. I'm not sure what the decision was. Ifit was due to
vandalism or ... uh ... I'm not sure.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: I can advise you that it was due to vandalism. There have been complaints and people
drinking, you know, different issues; and we've had some closures also ... uh ... of some of the parks
over in West Maui, too, where they actually close the gate because of the increase in crime, drugs, and
vandalism.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: You know what? I've got a problem with that, Madam Chair. I mean,
you know, if there's gonna be lawbreakers out there that are gonna foree us to close down the
recreational areas that our residents have for their enjoyment, then ... urn ... the criminals are winning.
So why don't we get seeurity in there and get 'em out?
CHAIR JOHNSON: And that I agree with but right now, we're gonna try and deal with this; and if we can get a
response too, from Ms. Feenstra, perhaps we can bring forward another issue if we can--and I will send
a separate letter regarding the other issue.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So are any of the beach access parking lots being closed at seven? Do
you know? The beaeh access ... urn ... ways that go ...
MS. FEENSTRA: The beach accesses that aren't parks? I don't know of any of those that are closed at seven
that I'm aware of. I would have to discuss this with the Director and the Deputy (the regular Deputy
Director) to find out if they have closed any additional parks at an earlier time. And I agree with you,
we don't want to let the criminals win and close our beach parks.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you for saying that. So Madam Chair, maybe you could ask Parks
to give us a report on the status of the South Maui beach parks, when they're, you know, if they've
changed the closing time for any of them.
CHAIR JOHNSON: I will do that, but I also will ask for any other park closures Countywide.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: That would be great.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah. Thank you very much. Members, without objection, then this item will be deferred
pending some type of a resolution or proposed resolution from the Parks Department. Member Tavares?
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah, thank you. It's very hard for me to be quiet during discussions about parks,
especially South Maui parks. We all know that there's an extreme shortage of parks in South Maui and
it has been from I can't remember when, way back when. I also know that there have been a couple of
attempts to prohibit drinking in the parks and it has never passed this Council; and if we want to look at
what is causing some of the problems in our parks, it's because a lot of it is due to the alcohol in the
parks. And while we have made little inroads in prohibiting alcohol consumption in the roadways and
the parking lots of parks, we never quite got to the rest of it; but you know, until we seriously look at
that situation, we're gonna have continual problems in all of our parks. I also believe that there's such a
demand for recreation (active recreation) space in South Maui and Kalama Park seems to be the only
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one, only park that has the room. But you know, we have to work with all of the park users at Kalama
Park, not just the volleyball players. It's a whole lot of people involved and every time we have tried to
change the configuration of Kalama Park in the past, it has, you know, some of those meetings almost
came to blows between the advocates for their particular sport. There just is not enough room and
... urn ... you know, if we can work something out that everyone can buy into as far as the Kalama
Park users, then that's fine as a solution. And we have to hurry up with that other park (the District Park
over there by the schools) so that we can take some pressure off of Kalama Park. But ... urn ... yeah,
you're saying, you know, don't close the parks because we're letting the criminals win. Well it's "how
do we attack that criminal element?" It's gonna mean patrols. It's gonna mean, you know, security or
whatever it is; but if we want the greater community to keep enjoying our parks, then we're gonna have
to address those elements that keep our community out of the parks because they're afraid ... or it's not
a good environment. This is why the Kihei Park Patrol (Kalama Park Patrol) started in the first place
was to take back Kalama Park. I think they're doing an excellent job but we have to keep up and
continue to try to serve our community and all members of the community. So somewhere in this mix,
we have to balance out the recreational needs as well as the residents in the areas needs. So you know,
hopefully, the Department can work with all of the people in that area and let's look at ... if there are
possible solutions. You know, we have at Keopuolani Park, two volleyball courts that are not used at all.
In fact, they're all overgrown already because nobody used them; but at the time we designed the
park--and I was involved with that--you know, there were people, "we need sand volleyball courts". We
put 'em in there and nobody (to my knowledge) has ever used it or very, very little. The ones at Kanaha
Beach Park are used quite a bit, but not the ones at Keopuolani. So you know, maybe the times changed
or whatever, or the weather conditions. I know it's very windy there. But you know, there are different
areas that have different needs and different interests. So ... urn ... you know, I would encourage the
Department to work with that South Maui community to try to see ifthere is a solution to this particular
problem. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. And I'll work with you, Marian, and/or Mr. Buck and South Maui
parks. Thank you very much to the members of the audience for attending today and ... uh ... we can
assure you that we're not closing the volleyball courts. That was not on the agenda today. Thank you
very much.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (PRESENT: ANDERSON, CARROLL,
JOHNSON, MATEO, AND TAVARES)
ACTION:

DEFER.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Members, would you like to take your mid-afternoon break, ten minutes? Okay. The
Committee will be in recess until five minutes to three. In recess. . .. (gavel) ...
RECESS:

2:45 p.m.

RECONVENE:

3:00 p.m.

CHAIR JOHNSON:
reconvene.

PED-33

... (gavel) . ..

Members, the Parks and Economic Development Committee will

AMENDING CHAPTER 12.40 OF THE MAUl COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO NAMES
OF PUBLIC FACILITIES DESIGNATED (CC. NO. 06-154)

CHAIR JOHNSON: The next issue on our agenda is PED-33, which is amending Chapter 12.40 of the Maui
County Code, relating to names of public facilities designated. The Committee is in receipt of the
following Communication, which is No. 06-154, from myself and we transmitted a bill entitled "A BILL
FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 12.40, MAUl COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO
NAMES OF PUBLIC FACILITIES DESIGNATED". If you will recall, Members, last time on this
issue, there was a question about one of the facilities, which is whether "Queen" should appear before
"Keopuolani Park" or not appear. If you will look in your binders, under PED-33, you should all have
the ... uh ... letter from Hokulani Holt-Padilla explaining her reasoning and why the recommendation
was to take out all reference to "Queen"; and primarily, that was due to the fact that it's a western
custom to put "Queen" or "King" before the name of the Alii. In their day of the Kingdom of Hawaii,
basically, they did not put those titles before the names. They were just referred to with the name
Keopuolani or Kamehameha. So Members, I will tum over to staff. Basically Ms. Shelly Espeleta, had
a recommendation for one change. Ms. Espeleta, could you just review that change?
MS. ESPELETA: Thank you, Madam Chair. Per Hokulani Holt-Padilla's correspondence dated July 12'\
which you should all have in your binders, she makes an additional recommendation to delete the word
"Queen" in the line four of the ordinance, as it refers to "an historical biography of Queen Keopuolani".
She recommends that for clarity and consistency purposes.
CHAIR JOHNSON: So that would be the only alteration. Members, were there any other questions? Member
Tavares.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah. Was she referring to ... urn ... take, deleteing the word "Queen" from
12.40.080? Is that what Ms. Espeleta was referring to?
MS. ESPELETA: Yes, that's corrcct.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
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VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Okay, fine. No problem with that Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, Members, the Chair--ifthere is no further discussion because we've had this prior to
this time--the Chair would then entertain a motion that we pass the amendment under Chapter 12.40
with the language corrected as has been noted by staff The Chair would entertain a motion to that
effect.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Second.
CHArR JOHNSON: So it's ...
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Chair, excuse.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Does that include filing of the motion?
CHAIR JOHNSON: And that does include filing of the motion. Thank you for that reminder, Mr. Carroll. It's
been moved by Councilmember Tavares, seconded by Councilmember Mateo. Is there any further
discussion on the item? Member Tavares.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah, Madam Chair. Also, just to further state that the ... urn ... the title under
12.40.080, Queen Keopuolani Park will now just read Keopuolani Park, and references to the "Queen"
will be removed. I understand and I feel much more comfortable having ... urn ... Ms. Holt-Padilla's
letter to affirm what the intention was. I always like to, you know, consult with our cultural specialist to
make sure that we're doing ... urn ... doing things correctly in their eyes. I also wanted to address that
issue that was brought up by one of the testifiers and I think that if we make further references and
clarification as to where these are located, that that should be part of the Commission on Naming
Streets, Parks, and Facilities' responsibility to further amend this bill if they so desire to add the
ahupua'a designation or direction in there. So Madam Chair, thank you very much for bringing this
forward and I really appreciate that it has now some other locations where you could actually find these
places. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. And the Chair's intent would also be that if there is a
recommendation from this Committee to take up the issue of the ahupua'a, which was brought up by one
of the testifiers, I think that would be appropriate because basically they are the ones that oversee this
particular area. So Members, is there any further discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor of passing
this forward, please signify by saying "aye".
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COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Mateo and Carroll, Vice-Chair Tavares,
and Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmembers Anderson.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FIRST READING OF REVISED
COMMUNICATION.

BILL AND

FILING

OF

CHAIR JOHNSON: And the Chair votes "aye". There are no "nays" and Ms. Anderson is excused for the
moment. Therefore, this measure will be passed on to the full Council.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Members.

PED-30

COUNTY OF MAUl 2006 REPORT ON AGRICULTURE (e.e. No. 06-102)

CHAIR JOHNSON: The final item on our agenda is PED-30, which is the County of Maui 2006 Report on
Agriculture. We have ... uh ... the attendance today and the kokua of the Director of our Economic
Development Department, which is Ms. Lynn Araki-Regan; and also Kenneth Yamamura, who's our
Agricultural Specialist, to give us an update on a report on agriculture. So they're gonna do a brief
PowerPoint presentation, Members, which will appear on our wall; and then I just ask that you reserve
your questions till the end of the presentation. So, Ms. Araki-Regan?
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: Okay.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And just please ...
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... BEGIN PRESENTATION . ..
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: Thank you very much, Madam Chair. The 2006 Report on Agriculture that Madam
Chair Johnson mentioned just now was published in the Spring of this year, highligbting various projects
relating to agriculture. The purpose oftoday's presentation is to further provide an update to the Parks
and Economic Development Committee on the OED's efforts to promote agriculture in Maui County.
Basically, the Agricultural Specialist will be discussing these eigbt matters. So, Kenneth?
MR. YAMAMURA: Thank you, Madam Chair Johnson and Members of the Committee. Thank you for giving
us this opportunity to give you an update on what's happening in agriculture.
First of all, I'm gonna talk about Molokai Slaugbterhouse. One of the major developments recently was
the ... um ... the manager's position. The previous manager left the facility. My understanding is
... uh ... the president of the Molokai Livestock Cooperative questioned the pay of the manager and
I'm not sure if he took it personally but anyway ... uh ... he's still on the island and does in fact still
help the ... uh ... Coop on matters; but is working in another capacity. The search for a new manger is
ongoing. I have been in contact ... uh ... what also happened was the former president of the Coop
also left; and so the new president of the Molokai Livestock Cooperative is Jack Spruance, who runs
Puu 0 Hoku Ranch out on the East end of Molokai. Having spoken to him about what he was looking
for in the new manager, he feels that the present staff can perform the slaughter ... uh ... all of the
slaughtering needs. He's looking for a manger that would basically look for grants to keep them in, you
know, whatever improvements that they feel they need to ... uh ... perform in the future. You know,
someone that could work and get grants would be important; and someone with a business sense, trying
to incorporate the business plan that was developed and the goal being to become self-supporting. Just
to give you an idea of where their, you know, the slaughtering capacity is ... uh ... I would say they're
slowly starting to gain quite a bit of the local market. They were out of, you know, business essentially,
you know, fresh island beef and pork for such a long time that they ... a lot of the stores had developed,
you know, other resources of obtaining their products; but ... uh ... I know most of the local retail
markets are supporting them and ... um ... I would say they average around ten head of cattle and hogs
per week ... uh ... at least that much, and some weeks, more. I'm gonna move on now.
One of the things that you funded, the Council of the Whole funded was this Maui Cattlemen's
Association Alternative Feed Project. Just to give you an idea of where they are right now, the picture
you're looking at is ... uh ... they did a field trial to ... uh ... essentially, they were looking at the
performance of the machine in the background, which is a bailing machine. This is the first time they
tried it on green sugarcane leaves. Previous to this, they had another field trial where they took a look at
bailing dry material and that went pretty good. The most encouraging thing about it was that the cattle
that were fed the dry material were willing to eat the material. Unfortunately, this doesn't have high
protein value, so it's not technically the best feed available and the feedlot would probably have to
supplement minerals; but it is a resource that's available. Now this particular field trial (this picture that
you're looking at) part of the reason they wanted to do the green bailing is to see how well it held up
once you bailed it. If you have too much moisture in the bail, it can simply rot; so part of what they
were evaluating was "at what point can they bail it without losing the shelf life of the material?" They
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have already decided on the type of equipment that they want to purchase. They will be getting a
machine that will ... uh ... it will chop the foliage material and then bail it; and they will use a netting
system that will bind the material together rather than ... this particular instance, they were using twine.
So they've made some firm decisions and have already moved forward toward purchasing equipment.
The next item I want to talk about is this Maui Food Technology Center. Presently, the organization is
attempting to utilize the services of a company on Oahu to perform some of the things they intend to do.
The Maui Food Technology Center is eventually going to be located in the Lokahi Pacific commercial
kitchen in Wailuku that's coming up right now. My understanding is that project is going to be
completed in October and the technology center would be renting space on the second floor level.
Moving on to the Vacuum Cooling Plant. This is up in Omaopio, Kula, Maui. The picture you're
looking at is one of the facilities up there. There are two buildings. Very recently, one of the items that
the Council has been looking at is the Young Brothers' space problem and how possibly the Ag industry
can relocate the less-than-container-load shipments. Now this facility, you don't see it in this picture;
but on the other building, there's a loading dock, where you can have at least six ... I believe it's at least
six containers can be parked on a chassis, and you can load from the loading dock. In order to pull this
off though, the farmers will have to learn to work together. There's a lot of unanswered questions yet.
For example, you have to essentially know what you're gonna harvest, you know, down the road
because you need to be able to coordinate the number of containers to have at the facility on the day that
you do need the ... ub ... the containers and you're finishing your harvest. So it would require a lot of
coordination. Also, like Young Brothers sets their container temperature at about 38 degrees. Now, if
you have a mixed shipment of produce, sometimes 38 degrees may not be the best temperature for some
of the items. So that's the kind of issues they have to work with. The facility is still not presently leased
to anyone. We are, we did get an RFP bid and it's with the Farm Bureau; and we are trying to work with
Corporation Counsel to iron out the lease. We have already agreed, as far as what the lease will look
like, and I'm simply waiting for Corporation Counsel to finish the draft; but as far as the language, it's
already set. So hopefully, once we get that set, we will be coming before you and ...
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: (NOTE: She's whispering to Mr. Yamamura.)
... (inaudible) ...

And the Grants Review Committee

MR. YAMAMURA: Yeah. Another thing that we have to work on in relation to that draft lease is the fact that
... uh ... because the Maui Produce Processing Cooperative, who would eventually sublease the
facility from the Farm Bureau. They don't have enough ... uh ... input in terms of processing product
so they cannot afford a high lease. So in order to allow them to lease a facility at less than what the
market should be assessing, they have to fill out this grant application because essentially the County is
providing a grant to cover the difference in what should be charged versus what they are being charged.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: (NOTE: She's whispering to Mr. Yamamura.) And that has to go.
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MR. YAMAMURA: And that will go before the Grants Review Committee.
Moving onto the Kula Agricultural Park. What you are looking at is one of the pictures of the actual
reservoir. There's a ditch that supplies water to this reservoir. This reservoir is part ofthe HC&S system
and it supplies water for the sugarcane fields; but the County is tapping the water in the ditch that
empties into this reservoir. You see a picture of the pumps that are used to pump the water. The water is
taken from this facility up to the Kula Ag Park, which is several miles away. Now, this project that we
are working on ... and we are in the design stage of this project with Fukunaga & Associates out of
Oahu. On the lower part of this, you have a picture of . . . generally, where the new intake will be
located. In other words, it will be placed below the reservoir. The reason why the farmers requested this
project is because there are several times when HC&S under EMI (who operates the water system) EMI
often has to shut down their ditch system to perform maintenance. If you perform maintenance, there is
no water that can be pumped up to the ... uh ... Kula Ag Park at that point. So by relocating the intake
to the bottom of the reservoir, you would always have a source of water to pump up provided there was
no major drought. So this is what the farmers requested and this is what we're working on.
The next item I'm talking about is the ... within the Kula Agricultural Park, there is a Kula Road, which
is the access road to most of the lots off of Pulehu Road. One of the problems that came up is that the
shoulder of the road has not been graded quite the way it should be and what happens is the water is
channeled back onto the road. You know, you really ... if you design it well, it should stay on the
shoulder and then wash out part of the shoulder but not necessarily the road. Now, we are doing a small
project to resolve this problem. We will be re-grading the shoulder of the road. We recently went out to
bid and we have a bidder that will correct this problem.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: Unfortunately, we weren't able to get a picture in time, but I wanted to briefly report to
you ... um ... about the Hana Fresh Greenhouse. The Hana Fresh Greenhouse will be used for
growing certain chemical-free vegetable crops like tomatoes, summer squash, and other vegetables that
do not grow well exposed to Hana's weather conditions and insect problems. As a component of the
Hana fresh farm operated by Hana Health, the greenhouse will provide a new economic engine for the
district of Hana, which preserves the rural nature of the community. It will provide employment
opportunities for local residents, particularly native Hawaiians; increase food self-reliance in this remote
district; improve the health and wellbeing of the Hana community members through better access to
fresh chemical-free produce. The Hana Fresh Greeuhouse--we'll be having a grand opening of that in a
couple weeks actually--is aimed at fulfilling the health center's mission to promote a healthy lifestyle
and reduce the risk factors associated with the development of chronic disease, particularly among
native Hawaiians. Through improved access to and consumption of nutritious fresh produce, the ability
to grow, provide pesticide-free, healthy, and nutritious vegetables, fruits, and Hawaiian medicinal herbs
and plants, it's fundamental to improving health and wellness in the Hana community. The farm project
addresses the need for high quality locally grown produce to mitigate the geographic location and the
special needs of native Hawaiians.
The Kipahulu certified kitchen and ag facility is expected to be completed in a little bit over a month
from now. The grand opening is set for early September. The certified commercial kitchen and ag
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processing facility in Kipahulu is, as I said, almost ready to begin operation. The facility has passed all
of its building inspections and is just awaiting final inspection from the Department of Health... .(end
of tape, start 2B @ 3:22 p.rn.). .. The kitchen will be a shared-use facility. The main emphasis will be
on producing poi and other important Hawaiian native ... native Hawaiian foods for the local
community. But it will also be available for local farmers to rent out, to do value-added processing and
packaging of a variety of products. The project has been especially challenging due to the fact that the
Kipahulu area is not connected to either the County's water supply nor the Maui Electric grid; but the
community has found creative solutions to these challenges. The facility has been funded by the County
of Maui through several grants totaling $105,000, plus $36,000 from the Office of Hawaiian Affairs, and
community fundraisers totaling approximately $30,000. The community has also contributed thousands
of hours of volunteer time.
We don't have a slide on this other matter; but with some other farmers in general struggling and the
County's tremendous agriculture potential, we feel that Maui County agriculture needs a big boost ... as
well as our local manufacturers need a big boost too. So we have been working hard on a new program
to complement and provide an added push to all efforts to promote buying local. Local meaning Maui,
Molokai, and Lanai; and it will be launched in a few weeks. The program is called "Maui County Fine
and Fresh". It's targeted to consumers to help them to know how to identify Maui County products, ask
for them, and buy them. It also reaches out to those who serve consumers (grocers, fanners' markets,
restaurants, and chefs) to encourage them to use more local products. More details will be announced in
coming weeks.
There are two pending matters that ... urn ... we would request the Council's assistance on. The first
one is the HAg" definition legislation. Mayor Arakawa transmitted the documentation to the County
Council for discussion and action in late December 2005. The purpose of this paperwork is really to
develop mechanism by which tax and water rate benefits could be more effectively provided to genuine
agriculture operations. I don't believe this matter has been set for hearing ... urn ... you know, for
discussion or any action; and secondly is legislation regarding fanners' markets. We're working with
Councilmember Johnson's office on this matter; but basically in a nutshell, we're hoping that legislation
could be drafted basically to require farmers' markets throughout Maui County to require its vendors to
display where the products are from because a lot of times our residents as well as visitors go to these
farmers' markets and think that ... and assume that it's essentially a farmers' market, where farmers
actually are displaying and selling their produce; but that's not necessarily the case. Some do. Others
don't. And as a consumer protection, I guess, standpoint, we're boping that we could encourage through
some form of legislation, some type of requirement or recommendation for fanners' market vendors to
display some type of cousistent notice as to where these produce is from, whether it be from the
mainland, Florida, or California, or Kauai, maybe papayas from Big Island. But if they're locally
grown--which would be Maui, Molokai, and Lanai--that would ... those produce from these local
islands will hopefully be that much more enticing to our visitors and residents, which is basically our
mISSIOn. So that was just a recommendation, and that's about it. We're open to any questions at this
time.

. . . END OF PRESENTATION . ..
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Ms. Araki-Regan and also Mr. Yamamura. Members, are there
questions for either Ms. Araki-Regan or Kenneth? One question I did have and that would be with
regard to the last item. I noticed that several local, particularly Foodland, has been displaying signs
about where the produce if something is, and particularly, the labeling of certain products. I noticed that
they're emphasizing if it's locally grown or, you know, local strawberries and ... and you know, some
of the ... uh ... I think when they were having the farmers' market at the university too, people were
disclosing that; but I noticed a lot of the labeling also has organic (certified USDA organic) and it has
GMO free, which of course, is very important to a lot of people. So would this be something that you
would also feel is important for people who want to buy that type of product? Could you comment on
that?
MR. YAMAMURA: You know, I've been to some of these farmers' markets and I really don't recall ... uh ...
in the past, there has been like sweet com that may have been GMO type of com; but right now, I don't
believe that's being sold.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: With regards to your question, you know, we will defer to the Council. We're just
basically suggesting that there be some type of legislation regulating or, you know, at least from a
consumer's standpoint, oftentimes, when I think of farmers' markets--I mean before I came into this job,
I thought everyone at the farmers' markets were farmers. I mean maybe I was just naIve but that's what
I thought. When I, after taking on this job and becoming more familiar and appreciative of the local Ag
industry, I look at, you know, the boxes under the tables and sometimes, they're like from the mainland,
you know. They're not necessarily locally grown; and if our mission is truly to promote agriculture
locally, I'm hoping that such legislation could assist us in promoting local Ag.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah. And the Chair shares that concern because if we are trying to provide that kind of
opportunity for local producers, then I think it's only fair to at least provide some kind of opportunity for
the local producers to have a little bit of an edge, and perhaps require some type of labeling or at least
signage stating, you know, items on this particular section are not necessarily grown or produced in the
state of Hawaii. Because even the value-added products (such as jams/jellies) when they're made from
local products, I think that's really great because the "Made in Maui" actually has a really good
program. Also, isn't there a state label?
MR. YAMAMURA: The state has their seal-of-quality program, which technically is not a new program, but
they're trying to reemphasize the ... uh ... as though it were a new program.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah, I know. On that, the impression I got was that it was something brand new that, you
know, it was Hawaii fresh or at least identified. Members, are there any other questions? Member
Mateo first, followed by Member Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Madam Chair. Just a comment to the office. This was really
enlightening. Thank you very much for doing your presentation to us. There's two particular areas that
I would really like to encourage the office to help focus in on in terms of with the Molokai community;
and that is to see that the slaughterhouse does continue to move forward because it is, at this point, real
questionable right now. So you know, your involvement would perhaps be an advantage. Secondly, it is
I would hope that the Department get more involved with our farmers there because the future and the
planning needs of our farmers, you know, is really--at this particular point--at a crossroad. So I'm kinda
encouraging the Department to ... urn ... become involved and participate with the planning of the
direction that we need to go in.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: Yeah, and I am ... I totally--or Chair?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: I totally agree, Councilmember Mateo. Just in fact today, Kenneth spoke to the Chair of
the Molokai Farm Bureau. What's his name?
MR. YAMAMURA: His name is Dave Gilliland.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: To discuss the partnership between the County of Maui and Molokai Farm Bureau with
regards to this "Maui County Fine and Fresh" because they are ultimately gonna be the beneficiaries of
this program. Secondly is we are really thrilled, as you know, Councilmember Mateo--thanks to your
support and the Council and the Mayor's support--we have Aunette Pauole-Ahakuelo on board and so
with her presence ... urn ... as part of our office on Molokai, we hope to forge strong relationships with
the farmers over there. So thank you for your comment.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you very much. Thank you, Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Member Mateo. Member Tavares?
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yes, thank you. Ijust wanted to let you know, on that number, or "A" that you had
there--that definition of Ag. I received the communication at this ... and it did come in December 29th
or 30th right at the end of the year, and it has not been scheduled. I was kind of waiting for the draft
legislation but I don't know ifthat's forthcoming or not.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: What we're hoping was ... uh ... you know, it's something that the Mayor's Ag
Committee (Ag Council) put together and we're hoping for there to be some discussion first. You know,
at least some discussion; and if the Council so deems that the legislation be drafted a certain way, we'd
be happy to work with the Council as well as Corp. Counsel in doing the proposed legislation. We're
basically, we basically transmitted the Ag Council's-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Notes.
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MS. ARAKI-REGAN: --documentation or report, hoping that we could gener.. , you know, we could at least
schedule it for discussion first.
MR. YAMAMURA: Well we need it because the general plan is hopefully, we'll be going back into the
process; and how do you plan the future, if you really haven't defined agriculture? It impacts a lot of
our lands.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Well my recommendation would be that you folks get together and draft legislation
to promote those recommendations that came from that Ag Task Force because for us to have a meeting
in committee to discuss this issue means that we would have to go almost through the whole thing again
with the same, basically the same people. So if we had legislation already in draft form, then we can get
to the nitty-gritty and just kind of finalize it because ... urn ... you know, quite frankly, it's in the
Planning Committee, and we have got some heavy-duty issues in the Planning Committee, and I'm not
sure when we could get to the point where we would have a discussion so that legislation could be
written. So I would certainly urge you folks to take a look at that and draft the legislation already
because you have the information from the Ag people.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: What's always challenging is because this is, you know, something new that we can't
just, you know, take ... urn ... ideas oflegislation from other jurisdictions ... at least, specifically, with
regards to this concept. Could we possibly work jointly with our Corporation Counsel--which is already
backlogged with ... urn ... you know, a lot of work as it is, at least our Deputy Corporation Counsel
is--and perhaps, maybe work collaboratively with the Council's attorneys, you know, the legal
... urn ... or the attorneys.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah. We could do something like that in preparation since it is an item in my
committee. I would presume you're gonna work off the current Ag Bill that's already there in our, in the
laws. Maybe that's a good starting point. Because we ... when we worked on the Ag Bill several years
ago, we ran, basically ran out of time on the definition part and there was so much controversy about the
definition that we were about to lose the entire impetus, which was the subdivision of Ag lands. So
that's what we were more or less focused on, you know, hoping that one day we would get back to the
definition of Ag because we do need to do something with that. So I think that if maybe you had
consultation with your attorney first to figure out from the draft, from the bill that's already there to draft
some amendments and maybe all of it can't be done at once. Maybe it should just be focused on the
definition because I know there were other parts to it on Ag water and some other kinds of things, so
maybe just take a bite out of it and get us in the right direction.
MS. ARAKI-REGAN: Okay.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And ...
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Member Tavares, also, because--even though it's a planning issue--if you would even
want ... because your agenda is much heavier than mine.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR JOHNSON: If you would like me to work with staff and Ms. Araki-Regan, I do not have a problem
with that, and if I need to do a separate PAF in order to accomplish that.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah. You know, Thank you, Ms. Johnson, for bringing that up because as I'm
saying, the focus of this should be the definition of Agriculture; and the definition of Agriculture really
is part of your Committee. So if you don't mind taking it, then you know, I think we might be able to
get more done more quickly in your Committee than in mine now.
CHAIR JOHNSON: And that's because my agenda is really not as full of really what I would call weighty
items. We do have some things but they are not as heavy an agenda as some of the things in your
committee. So I would be happy to work on that and if we need to request from the Chair that it actually
be transferred out of your committee or once we get it drafted-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --you know, whether it's heard by our committee. We can visit with the Chair about-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Sure.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --where the appropriate place for this would be; but I have no problem because I have
worked with Ms. Araki-Regan on this legislation, and I think it really is core to ... urn ... even the
viability of Agriculture-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Right.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --because right now, it is really a big concern and particularly, with all of the lands that we
have and the directive from the State to emphasize which lands should be preserved as Agriculture. That
is more a planning issue; that belongs in your committee. Whereas, once the lands are actually
identified for Agriculture, how are we gonna keep them viable and how are we gonna compel people to
actually do Agriculture activity on them?
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Right.
CHAIR JOHNSON: So I would be happy to work with Ms. Araki-Regan on both of those issues. I realize that
we're running again on a time clock because we only have so many meetings left within this Council
term. So I will do my level best to try to bring this back to the Committee, at least this component. I
want to thank both Kenneth and Ms. Araki-Regan because there's so many issues having to do with
Agriculture that ... urn ... you know, with Parks and Economic Development and all the components
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within it, I think that we really have a lot on our plate; but they have even more because they have so
many issues to deal with. I thank you very much for your presentation and ... uh ... if there's no
objection, I will continue to work with Ms. Araki-Regan and also Kenneth on doing whatever we need
to bring back those items; and also Ms. Tavares, if there's any input that you have-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Yeah.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --perhaps we could have a meeting together-VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Right.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --about the definition of Ag.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: So Members, at this point, I would entertain a motion to file this particular item.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: So moved.
VICE-CHAIR TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR JOHNSON: There's been a motion to file this item and a second. Is there any further discussion?
Seeing none. The Chair will call for the vote. All those in favor, please say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmember Mateo, Vice-Chair Tavares, and
Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC,:

Conncilmembers Anderson and Carroll.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FILING OF COMMUNICATION.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: And the Chair votes "aye". We are bare quorum. So thank you very much, Members, the
item is filed. Is there any further business on the Council's agenda? Are there any other
announcements? Seeing none. I would like to thank the Members ofthis Committee for attending today
and 1'd also like to thank the Administration for their participation. This meeting of July 20, 2006 of the
Parks and Economic Development Committee is adjourned.
ADJOURN: 3:42 p.m.

APPROVED BY:

Transcribed by: Pauline Martins
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